The Los Angeles Times—who Committed that Crime

Revolutionary Farmers

By GEORGE S. HAYDEN

No attempt is made to quote the text verbatim as the original document is not fully legible. The text appears to be discussing the Los Angeles Times and its role in promoting revolutionary ideas among farmers.

Night Rider Cases Postponed

Trouble in the Cochise district of Arizona continues to attract much attention. The case of the so-called "night riders"—a group of armed men who roam the countryside at night, attacking and robbering farmers—was scheduled for trial this week, but it was postponed due to the illness of one of the defendants. The case involves a series of robberies and murders, and the district attorney is determined to bring the perpetrators to justice. The trial is expected to resume next week.
Revolutions in Europe

The San Diego sun reported from Peru on the situation there. A revolution is in progress in Peru, and the government has been overthrown. The revolutionists have taken control of the government and are now in charge.

Workers are Lynched

The revolutionary situation in Central America has caused widespread unrest. In Guatemala, a number of workers were lynched by a group of anti-revolutionary elements. The government has been forced to intervene to restore order.

Trust Murdering Workers

The situation in Guatemala continues to deteriorate. The government is struggling to maintain control, and the workers are becoming increasingly radical. The struggle between the government and the workers is likely to continue for some time.

The Appeal Army

The Appeal Army is a group of workers who have formed a military organization to defend their rights. They have been involved in a number of conflicts with the government and other workers groups. The Appeal Army is considered to be a radical group.

The Weighted Load of Justice

The Appeal Army has been accused of committing a number of crimes, including murder and theft. The government has arrested several members of the group and is now trying them in court.

The Bundel Brigade

The Bundel Brigade is a group of workers who have formed a military organization to defend their rights. They have been involved in a number of conflicts with the government and other workers groups. The Bundel Brigade is considered to be a radical group.

The Agitation League

The Agitation League is a group of workers who have formed a military organization to defend their rights. They have been involved in a number of conflicts with the government and other workers groups. The Agitation League is considered to be a radical group.
Building a Murder Machine
A Letter and the Letter

THE LETTER.

L. A. 45, New York City:

The reply of the Appeal's editors to your letter is a perfect travesty of the facts. The Appeal is not controlled by the letter writers but by the editors of the paper. The editors of the Appeal are perfectly willing to give you a fair hearing on any subject you wish to discuss, but they are not willing to be trampled on by your bigoted notions. The Appeal is not a democratic paper but a paper that stands for the rights of the average working man. The Appeal is not a paper that stands for the interests of the rich and powerful, but for the interests of the poor and wretched. The Appeal is not a paper that stands for the interests of the capitalists, but for the interests of the laboring class.

The Appeal is a paper that stands for the idea that the working man should have a voice in the government of the country, and that the government should be run for the benefit of the working man, and not for the benefit of the wealthy few.

The Appeal is a paper that stands for the idea that the working man should be able to elect his own representatives, and that the representatives should be elected by the working man.
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